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Abstract
Many software applications must provide services to
hundreds or thousands of users concurrently. These applications must be load tested to ensure that they can function
correctly under high load. Problems in load testing are due
to problems in the load environment, the load generators,
and the application under test. It is important to identify
and address these problems to ensure that load testing results are correct and these problems are resolved. It is difﬁcult to detect problems in a load test due to the large amount
of data which must be examined. Current industrial practice mainly involves time-consuming manual checks which,
for example, grep the logs of the application for error messages.
In this paper, we present an approach which mines the
execution logs of an application to uncover the dominant
behavior (i.e., execution sequences) for the application and
ﬂags anomalies (i.e., deviations) from the dominant behavior. Using a case study of two open source and two large enterprise software applications, we show that our approach
can automatically identify problems in a load test. Our approach ﬂags < 0.01% of the log lines for closer analysis
by domain experts. The ﬂagged lines indicate load testing
problems with a relatively small number of false alarms.
Our approach scales well for large applications and is currently used daily in practice.

1. Introduction
Many systems ranging from e-commerce websites to
telecommunications must support concurrent access by
hundreds or thousands of users. To assure the quality of
these systems, load testing is a required testing procedure in
addition to conventional functional testing procedures, such
as unit and integration testing.
Load testing, in general, refers to the practice of accessing the system behavior under load [15]. Load refers to the
rate of the incoming requests to the system. A load test usually lasts for several hours or even a few days. Load testing
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requires one or more load generators which mimic clients
sending thousands or millions of concurrent requests to the
application under test. During the course of a load test, the
application is monitored and performance data along with
execution logs are stored. Performance data record resource
usage information such as CPU utilization, memory, disk
I/O and network trafﬁc. Execution logs record the run time
behavior of the application under test.
Load testing is an area of research that has not been explored much. Most work focuses on the automatic generation of load test suites [11, 12, 13, 14, 16, 20, 29]. However,
to the best of our knowledge, there is no previous work,
which proposes the systematic analysis of the results of a
load test to uncover potential problems.
Load testing is a difﬁcult task requiring a great understanding of the application under test as observed by
Visser [9]. Problems in the application under test (e.g.,
bugs), the load generator or the load environment are usually the sources of load testing problems. However, looking
for problems in a load testing is a time-consuming and difﬁcult task, due to the following challenges:
No Documented System Behavior: Correct and up-todate documentation of the behavior of an application
rarely exists [26].
Time Constraints: Load tests last for hours or days, and
the time allocated for analyzing their results is limited.
Load testing is usually the last step in an already delayed release schedule which managers must speed up.
Monitoring Overhead: Approaches which monitor or
proﬁle an application affect the validity of performance measurements and are not practical for load
testing.
Large Volume of Data: A load test, running for a few
hours, generates performance data and logs that are
usually several hundred megabytes. This data must be
analyzed to uncover any problems in the load test.
Due to the above challenges, most practitioners check
the results of a load test in an ad-hoc manner. The following
checks are commonly used in practice:
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Crash check Load testers check whether the application
has crashed, restarted or hung during the load test.
Performance check Load testers examine performance
metrics to see if they exhibit large ﬂuctuations. For example, an up-trend for the memory usage throughout a
load test is a good indicator of a memory leak.
Basic error check Load testers perform a more in-depth
analysis by grepping through the log ﬁles for speciﬁc
keywords like “failure”, or “error”. Load testers then
analyze the context of the matched log lines to determine whether they indicate problems or not.
Depending on the length of a load test and the volume of
generated data, it takes load testers several hours to perform
these checks. We believe this current practice is not efﬁcient since it takes hours of manual analysis, nor is it sufﬁcient since it may miss possible problems. On one hand,
not all log lines containing terms like “error” or “failure” are
worth investigating. A log such as “Failure to locate item in
the cache” is likely not a bug. On the other hand, not all
errors are indicated in the log ﬁle using the terms “error”
or “failure”. For example, even though the log line “Internal queue is full” does not contain the words “error” or
“failure”, it might also be worthwhile investigating it, since
newly arriving items are possibly being dropped.
In this paper, we introduce an approach for automatically
uncovering the dominant behavior of an application by mining logs generated during a load test. We use the recovered
dominant behavior to ﬂag any deviation, i.e., anomalies,
from the dominant behavior. The main intuition behind our
work is that a load test repeatedly executes a set of scenarios over a period of time. Therefore, the applications should
follow the same behavior (e.g. generate the same logs) each
time the scenario is executed. Therefore, the dominant behavior is probably the normal (i.e., correct) behavior and
the minority (i.e. deviated) behaviors are probably troublesome and worth investigating. The main contributions of
our work is as follows:
1. This work is the ﬁrst work to propose a systematic approach to detect problems in a load test;
2. Unlike other existing log analysis work which require a
user speciﬁed model (e.g., [10]), our approach is selflearning, requiring little domain knowledge about an
application and little maintenance to update the models
over releases. The model for the dominant behavior is
created automatically;
3. Case studies show that our approach ﬂags a very small
percentage of log lines that are worth investigating.
The approach produces very few false alarms (precision > 50%) with many of the ﬂagged lines indicating
load testing problems;
4. Our proposed approach is easy to adopt and scales well
to large scale enterprise applications. Our approach is
currently used daily in practice for analyzing the results of load tests of large enterprise applications.

The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 explains
the types of problems that can occur during a load test. Section 3 describes our anomaly detection approach. Section 4
presents a case study of our anomaly detection approach.
We have applied our approach to uncover problems in load
tests for two open source and two large enterprise applications. Section 5 discusses our current approach and present
some of its limitations. Section 6 describes related work.
Section 7 concludes this paper and lists some future work.

2. Load Testing Problems
Load testing involves the setup of a complex load environment. The application under test should be setup and
conﬁgured correctly. Similarly, the load generators must be
conﬁgured correctly to ensure the validity of the load test.
The results of a load test must be analyzed closely to discover any problems in the application under test (i.e., load
related problems), in the load environment, or in the load
generation. We detail the various types of problems that
occur during load testing.
Bugs in the Application Under Test
The main purpose of a load test is to uncover load sensitive
errors. Load sensitive errors are problems which only appear under load or extended execution. For example, memory leaks are not easy to spot under light-load with one or
two clients, or during a short-run. However, memory leaks
usually exhibit a clear trend during extended runs. Another
example of load sensitive errors are deadlock or synchronization errors which show up due to the timing of concurrent requests.
Problems with the Load Environment
Problems with the load testing environment can lead to invalid test results. These problems should be identiﬁed and
addressed to ensure that the load test is valid. Examples of
load environment problems are:
Mis-conﬁguration The application under test or its runtime environment, e.g., databases or web servers, may
be mis-conﬁgured. For example, the number of concurrent connections allowed for a database may be incorrect. A small number of allowed connections may
prevent the login of several users and would lead to a
lower load being applied on the application under test.
Hardware Failures The hardware running the application
and the load test may fail. For example, the hard disks
may ﬁll up due to the tester forgetting to clean up the
data from an older run. Once the disk is full, the application under test may turn-off speciﬁc features. This
would lead to an incomplete load test since some of the
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functionalities of the application have not been fully
load tested.
Software Interactions A load test may exhibit problems
due to intervention from other applications. For example, during a long running load test, an anti-virus software may start up and and intervene with the running
load test. Or the operating system may apply updates
and reboot itself.

affect the performance of the application and the software
behavior won’t be comparable with the deployed application. Fortunately, most large enterprise applications have
some form of logging enabled for the following reasons:
1. to support remote issue resolution when problems occurs and
2. to cope with recent legal acts such as the “SarbanesOxley Act of 2002” [7] which stipulate that the execution of telecommunication and ﬁnancial applications
must be logged.

Problems with the Load Generation
Load generators are used to generate hundreds or thousands of concurrent requests trying to access the application. Problems in the load generators can invalidate the results of a load test. Examples of possible load generation
problems.

Such logs record software activities (e.g. “User authentication successful”) and errors (e.g. “Fail to retrieve customer proﬁle”). We can mine the dominant behavior of the
application from these commonly available logs. In this section we present an approach to detect anomalies in these
logs. These anomalies are good indicators of problems in a
load test.
As shown in Figure 1, our anomaly detection approach
takes a log ﬁle as input and goes through four steps: Log
Decomposition, Log Abstraction, Dominant Behavior Identiﬁcation, and Anomaly Detection. Our approach produces
an HTML anomaly report. We explain each step in detail in
the following subsections.

Incorrect Use of Load Generation Tools Some of the
generic load testing tools [8] require load testers to
ﬁrst record the scenarios, edit the recordings and
replay them. This is an error-prone process. Edited
recordings may not trigger the same execution paths
as expected. For example, in a web application, the
recorded URLs have a session ID which must be
consistent for each request by the same user otherwise
the application would simply return an error page
instead of performing the expected operations.
Buggy Load Generators The load generation tools are
software applications which may themselves have load
sensitive problems or bugs. For example, rather than
sending requests to the application under test in a
uniform rate, many load generation tools allow load
testers to specify different distributions. However, the
requests may not follow that distribution during a short
run.

3.1. Log Decomposition
Most modern enterprise applications are multi-threaded
applications which process thousands of transactions concurrently. The processing of all these transactions is logged
to a log ﬁle. Related log lines do not show up continuously
in the log ﬁle, instead they may be far apart. The log decomposition step processes the log ﬁle and groups related
log lines together. Log lines could be related because they
are processed by the same thread or because they are related
to the same transaction. Most of the enterprise applications
have a standard format for logging the transaction information (e.g. header part of a log line), as this information is important for remote issue resolution. For example, in a web
application, each log line contains a session or customer ID.
Or in a multi-threaded application, each log line contains a
thread ID. Or in a database application, each log line might
contain the transaction ID. Sometimes, a log line might contain multiple types of IDs. For example, in an e-commerce
application, a log line can contain both the session and customer IDs. Depending on the granularity of the analysis,
one or multiple of these IDs are used to group related lines
together.
Table 1 shows a log ﬁle with 7 log lines. If the log ﬁle
is decomposed using the accountId ﬁeld, the log decomposition step would produce 3 groups (Tom, Jerry and John).
This step requires domain knowledge by the load tester to
decide which ﬁeld to use to decompose the logs.

It is important to identify and remedy these problems.
However, identifying these problems is a challenging and
time-consuming task due to the large amount of generated
data and the long running time of load tests. The motivation
of our work is to help practitioners identify these problems.

3. Our Anomaly Detection Approach
The intuition behind our approach is that load testing involves the execution of the same operations a large number of times. Therefore, we would expect that the application under test would generate similar sequences of events a
large number of times. These highly repeated sequences of
events are the dominant behavior of the application. Variations from this behavior are anomalies which should be
closely investigated since they are likely to reveal load testing problems.
We cannot instrument the application to derive the dominant behavior of the application, as instrumentation may
3
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Figure 1. Our anomaly detection approach
#
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Log lines
accountId(Tom) User purchase, item=100
accountId(Jerry) User purchase, item=100
accountId(Tom) Update shopping cart, item=100
accountId(John) User purchase, item=103
accountId(Tom) User checkout
accountId(Jerry) Update shopping cart, item=100
accountId(John) User purchase, item=105

(E, ∗)
(E1 , *)

Group
Tom
Jerry
Tom
John
Tom
Jerry
John

(E2 , *)

Event Pair
(E1 , E2 )
(E1 , E1 )
(E2 , E3 )

Occurrences
2
1
1

Sample Line #
1, 3
4, 7
3, 6

Table 4. Log ﬁle after the dominant behavior
identiﬁcation step

Table 1. Example log lines

3.3. Dominant Behavior Identiﬁcation
Event ID
E1
E2
E3

Event Template
User purchase, item=$v
Update shopping cart, item=$v
User checkout

In this step, we identify the dominant behavior in the
logs. We achieve this by analyzing the execute-after relations for each event E. The execute-after relation for an
event E, denote by (E, *), refers to the occurrences of all
the event pairs with the leading event E. Two events E1
and E2 form an event pair, if

Table 2. Example execution events

1. E1 and E2 belong to the same group; and
2. E2 is the next event that directly follows E1 .

3.2. Log Abstraction

In the event pair (E1 , E2 ), E1 is referred to as the leading event. The execute-after pair for event E1 is formed by
aggregating all the event pairs which have E1 as the leading
event. Table 4 shows all the execute-after pairs in Table 3.
There are two execute-after pairs: one for E1 and one for
E2 . For each execute-after pair, the table shows the event
pairs, the number of occurrences for each event pair, and
a sample log lines corresponding to the ﬁrst occurrence of
each event pair. There are two types of events which are
executed after the User purchase event (E1 ). E1 could be
followed with another E1 . This is generated by John’s session from log lines 4 and 7. Or E1 could be followed with
Update shopping cart (E2 ). There are two occurrences of
(E1 ,E2 ) which are attributed to Tom’s and Jerry’s sessions.
The ﬁrst and third log lines correspond to the ﬁrst occurrence of the event pair (E1 ,E2 ). Event pairs are grouped by
the execute-after relations. For example, (User purchase,
*) includes all the event pairs which start with the User
purchase event. Thus, the event pairs (User purchase, Update shopping cart) and (User purchase, User purchase) are
grouped under the execute-after relations for the User purchase event, (User purchase, *).
The dominant behavior for (E, *) refers to the largest
event pair(s) which starts with E. The dominant behavior
pairs for each execute-after relation are shown in bold in
Table 4. The dominant behavior for (E1 , *) is (E1 , E2 ).
The dominant behavior for (E2 , *) is (E2 , E3 ). Sample line

Each log line is a mixture of dynamic and static information. Log lines containing the same static information
belong to the same execution event. We want a technique
that would recognize that two log lines are due to the same
event. We call this process the log abstraction problem. We
have developed a technique which can uniquely map each
log line to an execution event [22]. The technique parameterizes log lines using a similar process as token-based code
cloning techniques. The log lines in Table 1 would be abstracted to only 3 execution events as shown in Table 2. The
“$v” sign indicates a runtime generated parameter value.
Based on the log decomposition and abstraction steps,
the sample log ﬁle in Table 1 would result in the grouping
of events shown in Table 3.

Group
Tom

Jerry
John

Event ID
E1
E2
E3
E1
E2
E1
E1

Log line #
1
3
5
2
6
4
7

Table 3. The sample log ﬁle after the log decomposition and the log abstraction steps
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(E, ∗)
(User purchase, *)
(User signin, *)

(Browse catalog, *)

Event Pair
(User purchase, Update cart)
(User purchase, User purchase)
(User signin, Browse catalog)
(User signin, Update account)
(User signin, Browse history)
(Browse catalog, User purchase)
(Browse catalog, Update account)
(Browse catalog, Search item)

Frequency
1, 000
1
100
20
10
500
500
100

# Z-Stat Kinds Min Max Total

Event

E1 10.44

2

1

E3 -4.97

3

10

E4 -49.25

3

100 500 1,100 accountId(John) Browse catalog, catalog=book

Table 5. Summary of execute-after pairs

1,000 1,001 accountId(Tom) User purchase, item=100
100

130 accountId(Tim) User signin, user=Tim

Figure 2. An example anomaly report
# Z-Stat Kinds Min Max Total

numbers show the ﬁrst occurrences of the event-pair in the
log ﬁle. The sample log line numbers are displayed later in
the anomaly report.

accountId(Tom) User purchase, item=100

E1 10.44

2

1

1,000 1,001

3.4. Anomaly Detection
The previous step identiﬁes the dominant behavior in the
logs. In this step, we mark any deviations, i.e., anomalies, from the domination behavior for closer investigation.
As load testers have limited time, we need a way to rank
anomalies to help load testers prioritize their investigation.
We use a statistical metric called z-stats. Recent work by
Kremenek and Engler [23] shows that the z-stats metric performs well in ranking deviation from dominant behaviors
when performing static analysis of source code. The z-stats
metric measures the amount of deviation of an anomaly
from the dominant behavior. The higher the z-stats is, the
stronger the probability that the majority behavior is the expected behavior. Therefore the higher the z-stats value, the
higher the chance that a deviation, i.e. low frequency pairs,
are anomalies that are worth investigating. The formula
( m −p0 )
,
to calculate z-stats is as follows: z(n, m) =  p n×(1−p
)
0

n

Event

Freq

Sample

Details (Sort by Freq)

1,000 (99%)

log.txt, line 20
log.txt, line 23

E1 --> accountId(Tom) User purchase, item=100
E2 --> accountId(Tom) Update shopping cart, item=100

1 (<1%)

log.txt, line 104 E1 --> accountId(John) User purchase, item=103
log.txt, line 108 E1 --> accountId(John) User purchase, item=105

E3 -4.97

3

10

E4 -49.25

3

100 500 1,100 accountId(John) Browse catalog, catalog=book

100

130 accountId(Tim) User signin, user=Tim

Figure 3. An expanded anomaly report
by an update. The missing Update cart event suggests that
the system might miss information about items selected by
a customer.

3.5. Anomaly Report
To help a load tester examine the anomalies, we generate an anomaly report. The report is generated in dynamicHTML so testers can easily attach it to emails that are sent
out while investigating a particular anomaly.
Figure 2 shows the generated report for our running example. Our anomaly report is a table with each row corresponding to one execute-after relation. Rows are sorted by
decreasing z-stats score. Execute-after relations with high
z-stats value are more likely to contain anomalies that are
worth investigating. The ﬁrst row in Figure 2 corresponds
to the execute-after pair for the User purchase event (E1 ).
There are in total two types of event pairs with User purchase as the leading event. One event pair occurs 1, 000
times and the other event pair occurs just once. In total,
all the event pairs, with User purchase as the leading event,
appear 1, 001 times during the course of this load test. A
sample line for this event (E1 ) is also shown.
Each sample line is a clickable hyperlink. Once a user
clicks the hyperlink, the report shows detailed information
about the execute-after pairs for that event. Figure 3 shows
the screenshot of the anomaly report after clicking the sample line for Event E1 . Event pairs for (User purchase, *)
are sorted with decreasing frequency. The topmost event
pair (User purchase, Update cart(E2 )) is the dominant behavior. (User purchase, Update cart) occurs 99% (1, 000) of

0

where n is total number of occurrences of event E, m is the
occurrences of the dominant event pairs which starts with
E, and p0 is the probability of the errors. p0 is normally
assigned a value of 0.9 [19] for error ranking.
We illustrate the use of z-stats using the example shown
in Table 5 with dominant behavior marked in bold. The
dominant behavior for (User purchase, *) is (User purchase, Update cart). Thus the z-stats for (User purchase,
*) is calculated as follows (m = 1000, n = 1001):
( 1000 −0.9)
= 10.44, and the z-stats for
z(1001, 1000) =  1001
0.9×(1−0.9)
1001

(User signin, *) is z(m = 100, n = 130) = −4.97. The
dominant behavior for (Browse catalog, *) is (Browse catalog, Purchase item) or (Browse catalog, Update account).
Thus the z-stats for (Browse catalog, *) is z(m = 500,
n = 1100) = −49.25. (User purchase, *) has a higher zstats score than (User signin, *) and (Browse catalog, *).
This indicates that low frequency event pairs in the group
of (User purchase, *) are likely anomalies that should be
investigated closely. Normally, each purchase is followed
5

Parameter
Duration
Number of driver threads
Startup request rate
Think time
Database size
Percentage of new customers
Average number of searches per order
Average number of items returned in each search
Average number of items per order

the time. The ﬁrst occurrence of this event pair is in log ﬁle
log.txt lines 20 and 23. The other event pair (User purchase,
User purchase) is a deviated behavior. It occurs only once
(< 1%). It is recorded in log ﬁle log.txt lines at 104 and
108.

4. Case Studies
We have conducted three case studies on four different applications. The application are: the Dell DVD Store
(DS2), the JPetStore application (JPetStore), and two large
enterprise software applications. Table 6 gives an overview
of these four case studies. Based on our experience, z-stats
lower than 10 are likely noise. Thus, we only output event
pairs with z-stats score larger than 10 in these four experiments. The table summarizes the types of the applications,
the duration of the load test, size of logs, and our anomaly
detection results. For example, Dell DVD Store is an open
source web applications implemented using JSP. The load
test was 5 hours long and generated a log ﬁle with 147, 005
log lines. Our anomaly detection approach takes less than
5 minutes to process the log ﬁle. We have discovered 23
abstract event types. There are 4 anomalies detected and 18
log lines are ﬂagged, that is less than 0.01% of the whole log
ﬁle. Among these four anomalies, two of them are actual
problems in the load test. Our precision is 50%. Among
these two problems: one is a bug in the application under
test, the other is a bug in the load generator. We did not detect any problems with the load environment. The percentage of ﬂagged lines is the total number of log lines shown
in the anomaly report. As shown in Figure 4, there are total
9 event pairs (3 + 2 + 2 + 2). Thus our approach has ﬂagged
9 × 2 = 18 lines. The processing time for our approach
is measured using a laptop with 2G memory, 7, 200 RPM
hard-drive and a Dual Core 2.0 GHz processor.
The rest of this section covers the details of our case studies. For each application, we present the setup of the load
test then we discuss the results of applying our approach
to identify problems. The goal of the studies is to measure the number of false positive (i.e. precision) reported
by our approach. A false positive is a ﬂagged anomaly that
did not point to a load testing problem. We cannot measure
the recall of our approach since we do not know the actual
number of problems.

Value
5 hours
50
5
50 sec
Small
20%
3*
5*
5*

Table 7. Workload conﬁguration for DS2
Tomcat, or ASP .NET) and database vendors (MySQL, Microsoft SQL Server, and Oracle).
Experiment Setup
DS2 contains a database, a load generator and a web application. For a load test, the database is populated with entries
using provided scripts. The web application consists of four
JSP pages which interact with the database and display dynamic content. The DS2 load generator supports a range of
conﬁguration parameters to specify the workload. Table 7
shows the parameters used in our experiment. Note that
“Think Time” refers to the time the user takes between different requests. We use a small database, which by default
contains 20, 000 users. Parameter values marked with a “*”
indicate that we use the default value. In this experiment,
we use MySQL as the backend database and the Apache
Tomcat as our web server engine. We increase the number
of allowed concurrent connections in MySQL to enable a
large number of concurrent access. For this conﬁguration,
The web application layer is implemented in JSP and the
load generator is implemented in C#.
Each action from the user (login, registration, browse,
purchase) results in a separate database connection and
transaction. Since DS2 has no logs, we manually instrument
its four JSP pages so that logs are output for each database
transaction. Each log line also contains the session ID and
customer ID.
Analysis of the Results of the Load Test
The load test generated a log ﬁle with 147, 005 log lines for
23 execution events. Our approach takes about 2 minutes to
process the logs.
Figure 4 shows the screenshot of the anomaly report for
the DS2 application. The report shows 4 anomalies. We
cross examine the logs with the source code to determine
whether the ﬂagged anomalies are actual load testing problems. The precision of this report is 50%. Two out of four
anomalies are actual problems in the load tests. We brieﬂy
explain these two problems.
Figure 4 shows the details of the ﬁrst anomaly. The ﬁrst
execute-after pair is about a customer trying to add item(s)
into their shopping cart (E13 ). About 99% (87, 528) of the
time, the customer’s shopping cart is empty. Therefore, a

4.1. DELL DVD Store
The DVD Store (DS2) application is an online web application [1]. DS2 provides basic e-commerce functionality,
including: user registration, user login, product search, and
item purchase. DS2 is an open source application and is
used to benchmark Dell hardware, and for database performance comparisons [6]. DS2 comes in different distribution package to support various web platforms (e.g. Apache
6

Applications
Application Domain
License
Source Code
Load Test Durations
Number of Log lines
% Flagged
Number of Events
Application Size
Precision
Processing Time
Break Down of Problems
(Application/Environment/Load)

DS2
Web
Open Source
JSP, C#
5 hr
147, 005
18
(< 0.01)%
147005
23
2.3M
2
(or 50%)
4
< 5 min

JPetStore
Web
Open Source
J2EE
5 hr
118, 640
8
< 0.01%
118640
22
4.9M
2
(or
100%)
2
< 5 min

App 1
Telecom
Enterprise
C++, Java
8 hr
2, 100, 762
< 0.01%
> 400
> 300M
56%
< 15 min

App 2
Telecom
Enterprise
C++, Java
8 hr
3, 811, 771
< 0.01%
> 400
> 400M
100%
< 15 min

1/0/1

2/0/0

Y/Y/N

Y/N/N

Table 6. Overview of our case studies

4.2. PetStore

shopping cart is created in the database along with the purchased item information (E14 ). Less than 1% (1, 436) of
the time, the customer adds more item(s) into their existing shopping cart (E13 ). For the other 358 (< 1%) cases,
the customer directly exits this process without updating the
order information (E15 ).

We used our approach to verify the results of a load
test of another open source web application software called
JPetStore [2]. Unlike Sun’s original version of Pet Store [5]
which is more focused on demonstrating the capability of
the J2EE platform, JPetStore is a re-implementation with a
more efﬁcient design [3] and is targeted for benchmarking
the J2EE platform against other web platforms such as .Net.
JPetStore is a larger and more complex application relative to DS2. Unlike DS2 which embeds all the application logic into the JSP code, JPetStore uses the “ModelView-Controller” framework [4] and XML ﬁles for object/relational mappings.

The ﬁrst event pair is the dominant behavior. The second event pair refers to the cases that customers purchases
multiple items in one session. However, the last event
pair (E13 , E15 ) looks suspicious. A closer analysis of
the DS2 source code reveals that this is a bug in the web
application code. DS2 pretty prints any number if it is
larger than 999. For example, 1000 would be outputted as
1, 000. However, the pretty printed numbers are concatenated into the SQL statement which are used for updating
(or inserting) the customer’s information. The additional
comma results in incorrect SQL code since a comma in the
SQL statements means different columns. For example, a
SQL statement like: “INSERT into DS2.ORDERS (ORDERDATE, CUSTOMERID, NETAMOUNT, TAX, TOTALAMOUNT) (‘2004-01-27’, 24, 888, 313.24, 1,200)”
will cause an SQL error, since SQL treats a value of 1, 200
for TOTALAMOUNT as two values: 1 and 200.

Experiment Setup
We deployed JPetStore application on Apache Tomcat and
use MySQL as the database backend. As JPetStore does not
come with a load generator, we use Webload [8], an open
source web load testing tool, to load test the application.
Using webload we recorded four different customer scenarios for replay during load testing. In Scenario 1, a customer
only browses the catalog without purchasing. In Scenario 2,
a new customer ﬁrst registers for an account, then purchase
one item. In Scenario 3, a new customer ﬁrst purchases an
item, then register for an account then checkout. In Scenario
4, an existing customer purchases multiple items.
In this load test, we ran two WebLoad instances from
two different machines sending requests to the JPetStore
web application. For each WebLoad instances, we added
in 5, 000 users. Table 8 shows the workload conﬁguration
parameters for JPetStore load test. Note that WebLoad can
specify the distribution of the generated request rate. In this
experiment, we specify a random distribution for the user’s
requests with minimum rate 5 requests/sec and maximum
rate 150 requests/sec.

The second and third anomalies are not problems. They
are both due to the nature of the applied load. For example, the second anomaly is because we only have a few new
customers in our experiment (20% new customers in Table 7). The expected behavior after each customer login
is to show their previous purchases. There are a few occurrences where DS2 does not show any previous purchase
history. These occurrences are due to newly registered customers who do not have any purchase history.
The fourth anomaly is due to a problem with the load
generator. The load generator randomly generates a unique
ID for a customer. However, the driver does not check
whether this random number is unique across all concurrent executing sessions. The shown anomaly is due to one
occurrence, in a 5 hour experiment, where two customers
were given the same customer ID.

Analysis of the Results of the Load Test
The load test generated a log ﬁle with 118,640 log lines. It
takes our approach around 2 minutes to process the logs.
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# Z-Stat Kinds Min Max

Total

Event
SessionID=19420, Entering purchase for simple quantity queries
Freq

E13 79.61

3

E6 39.96

2

E19 34.73

2

E22 20.65

2

358 87,528 89,322

1

Sample

Details (Sort by Freq)
E13 --> SessionID=19420, Entering purchase for simple quantity queries
E14 --> SessionID=19420, Initial purchase, update cart

ds2logs.txt 688
87,528 (98%)
ds2logs.txt 689

E13 --> SessionID=16242, Entering purchase for simple quantity queries
E13 --> SessionID=16242, Entering purchase for simple quantity queries

1,436 (<1%)

ds2logs.txt 2,484
ds2logs.txt 2,488

358 (<1%)

ds2logs.txt 10,020 E13 --> SessionID=13496, Entering purchase for simple quantity queries
ds2logs.txt 10,021 E15 --> SessionID=13496, Finish purchase before commit

14,393 14,394 SessionID=11771, Login finish for existing user

317 16,273 16,590 SessionID=14128, End of purchase process
1

3,857 3,858 SessionID=12067, Purchase complete

Figure 4. DS2 Anomaly Report
Parameter
Duration
Request rate
Think time
Scenario 1/2/3/4

cations (App 1 and App 2). One of the bugs in the applications shows the SQL statement was corrupted due to a
memory corruption. Further investigation leads to a memory corruption problems in the systems. In addition, our
approach detected problems with the load environment due
to the complexity of the load environment for the enterprise
applications. The false positives in App 1 are mainly due to
some rare events at the start of the application. When using
our approach in practice, load testers commented that:

Value
300 minutes (5 hours)
5 - 150 (random distribution)
50 sec
25% / 25% / 25% / 25%

Table 8. Workload conﬁguration for JPetStore

Two anomalies are reported and they are both application
problems.
The ﬁrst problem is a bug in the registration of new users.
We have two load generators running concurrently. Each
load generator has an input ﬁle with randomly generated
customer IDs. These customer IDs are used to generate web
requests for scenarios (2 and 3). There are a some user IDs
which are common to both WebLoad instances. If a user
tries to register an ID which already exists in the database,
PetStore does not gracefully report a failure. Rather, PetStore will output a stack of JSP and SQL errors.
The second problem reveals that JPetStore does not process page requests when it is under a heavy load. There is
one instance out of 22, 330 instances where the header JSP
page is not displayed. The error logs for the WebLoad tool
indicate that the PetStore application timed out and could
not process the request for the header JSP page on time.

1. Our approach considerably speeds up the analysis
work for a load test from several hours down to a few
minutes.
2. Our approach helps uncover load testing problems by
ﬂagging lines that do not simply contain keywords like
“error” or “failure”.
3. Our approach helps load testers communicate more effectively with developers when a problem is discovered. The generated HTML report can be emailed to
developers for feedback instead of emailing a large log
ﬁle. Moreover the report gives detailed examples of
the dominant and the deviated behaviors. These simple examples are essential in easing the communication between the testers and the development team.

5. Discussions and Limitations

4.3. Large Enterprise Applications
We applied our approach on two large enterprise applications, which can handle thousands of user requests concurrently. Two applications are both tested for 8 hours. It
takes our approach about 15 minutes to process the log ﬁles.
Table 6 shows the precision of our approach (56% - 100%).
We have found bugs in development versions of the appli-

Our approach assumes that load testing is performed after the functionality of the application is well tested. Thus,
the dominant behavior is the expected behavior and the minority deviated behavior is the anomalies. However, this
might not be a valid assumption. For example, if the disk of
an application ﬁlls up one hour into a ten hour load test, then
8

However, this approach produces many violations and the
authors only evaluate a few violations thus the overall precision is unknown.
Hangal et al. [21] use dynamically inferred invariants
to detect programming errors. Csallner et. al. [18] further improve the precision of bug detection techniques by
executing the program using automatically generated test
cases that are derived from the inferred invariants. Liu et.
al. [25] use hypothesis testing on code branches to detect
programming errors. The above three techniques cannot be
applied to load testing since the detailed instrumentations
would have an impractical performance overhead.
Weimer et al. [27] detect bugs by mining the error handling behavior using statistical ranking techniques. Their
approach only works for Java applications which have trycatch blocks and requires good knowledge of the source
code which is not applicable for load testers..
Yang et al. [28] instrument the source code and mine the
sequences of call graphs (pairs) to infer various programme
properties. They look at function calls which are directly
adjacent to each other as well as gapped function pairs.
Due to the large size of inferred explicit properties, they use
heuristics to select interesting patterns (e.g. lock/unlock).
Their approach requires a great deal of manual work and
the instrumentations has a high performance overhead.
Cotroneo et al. [17] produce a ﬁnite state machine based
on proﬁled data. Then a failed workload is compared
against the ﬁnite state machine to infer the failure causes.
Proﬁling during a load test is infeasible due to inability to
collect performance data. In addition, inferring a deterministic ﬁnite machine is not possible in a complex workload
due to the large number of events that are generated using
random load generators.

the majority of the logs will be the error behavior. That said,
our approach would still ﬂag this problem and the expert analyzing the logs would recognize that dominant behavior is
the problematic case.
Our approach processes the logs for the whole load test
at once. This whole processing might cause our approach
to miss problems. For instance, if the disk for the database
ﬁlls up halfway during a load test, the application under test
will report errors for all the incoming requests which arrives
afterwards. Normal and erroneous behavior may have equal
frequencies. Our statistical analysis would not ﬂag such a
problem. However, if we segment the log ﬁles into various
chunks and process each individual chunk separately, we
can detect these types of anomalies by comparing frequencies across chunks.
Finally, our anomaly report contains false positives.
Anomalies can be ﬂagged due to the workload setup. For
example, our report for the DS2 case study contains two
false positives which are due to the workload. Also in a
threaded application when a thread is done processing a particular request and starts processing a new request, the pair
of events: event at end of a request and event at start of a
request may be incorrectly ﬂagged as an anomaly. We plan
on exploring techniques to reduce with these false positives.
For now, load testers are able to specify a false positive pair
in a separate exclusion ﬁle. These pairs are used to clean up
the results of future log ﬁle analysis.

6. Related Work
Much of the work in literature focuses on identifying
bugs in software applications. Our work is the ﬁrst, to our
knowledge, that tackles the issue of identifying problems in
load tests. These problems may be due to problems in the
application, load generation or load environment.
The work in the literature closest to our approach is all
the work related to inferring dominant properties in a software application and ﬂagging deviations from these properties as possible bugs. Such work can be divided into
three types of approaches: 1) Static approaches which
infer program properties from the source code and report
code segments which violate the inferred properties; 2) Dynamic approaches infer program properties from program
execution traces; 3) Hybrid approaches combine both approaches. Table 9 summarizes the related work. For each
work, the table shows the main idea of the approach, the
used techniques, and the challenge of directly adopting this
approach to load testing.
Dawson et al. [19] gather statistics about the frequency
of occurrence for coding patterns such as: pointer deference and lock/unlock patterns. They then use z-stats to detect and rank the errors. Li et. al. [24] use frequent itemset mining techniques to mine the call graph for anomalies.

7. Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper, we present an approach to automatically
identify load testing problems. Our approach mines the logs
of an application to infer the dominant behavior of the application. The inferred dominant behavior is used to ﬂag
anomalies. These anomalies are good indicator of load testing problems. Our case study on four applications shows
that our approach performs with high precision and scales
well to large systems. In the future work, we plan to estimate the recall value by injection load testing problems and
determining whether our approach would identify them.
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[21]
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[28]
[17]
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Dynamic
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Frequent Item-Set mining
Hypothesis Testing
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Testing
Statistics
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Finite State Machine
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Scalability
Scalability
Scalability
Coverage
Requires heuristics for interesting properties
Scalability
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